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Abstract: Online marketplaces enable cooperation between potential stakeholders by supporting offer
and demand identification at the secondary raw material markets. The use of marketplaces facilitates
communication between supply chain actors operating within the same or different industry sectors
and enables detection of ways to close the loop of their products. This research investigated which
criteria to use for the circular cooperation matching of companies in the context of a marketplace.
These criteria were used for the development of a circular economy (CE) matchmaking framework
based on a multi-level approach and relevance scoring between the users. The multi-level approach
is based on the following criteria: (i) the compliance with circular economy principles, (ii) the
material flows analysis, (iii) the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from transport. Based on those
aspects a Total Relevance Score (TRS) between the stakeholders is calculated. The Total Relevance
Score indicates the possibility for successful circular cooperation between two partners who are
willing to close their loops with the best possible match. The logic behind the proposed circular
economy matchmaking framework is illustrated by four cases using data collected from companies.
Recommendations for further deployment are proposed. The developed framework, by incorporating
circular economy principles for the first time within the matching algorithm, provides the opportunity
for interested stakeholders for more tailored matching and increases their possibilities of finding a
perfect match on the secondary raw materials market in terms of circularity. A similar approach has
not yet been reported in the literature. The circular economy matchmaking framework constitutes a
theoretical basis of an online marketplace to be developed.

Keywords: circular economy; matchmaking framework; CE collaboration; online marketplace

1. Introduction

Circular economy (CE) is a popular concept that has gained attention from both public
and private sector stakeholders during recent years. More than 100 definitions of the term
“circular economy” have been proposed [1]. In this work, the phrase “circular economy” is
used as defined by Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF), i.e., an “economy that is restorative
and regenerative at the same time” [2] and that relies on three main concepts, namely
“(i) designing out waste and pollution, (ii) keeping products and materials in use, and
(iii) regenerating natural systems” [2]. The Circular Economy Action Plan [3], recently
adopted by the European Commission (EC), embodies these principles. The document’s
goal is to propel the transition towards the circular economy, as described in the European
Green Deal [4]. Within the Circular Economy Action Plan, the interrelated strategies for fast-
tracking the transition are presented. The described strategies encourage acting throughout
the entire life cycle of products, with special emphasis on sectors where circular transition
is most likely to occur and, at the same time, where the actions are much needed due to
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high use of resources. The presented concepts involve sustainable design and endorsing
circularity in production processes, encouraging sustainable consumption and keeping
products and materials in use. This consistently leads to waste reduction. At the same
time, measures for enhancing the role of the consumer, by assuring their right to credible
information and the “right to repair”, are also presented therein [3]. The circular economy
is linked to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations [5]. Circular
economy actions can be considered tools for confronting the challenges described by SDGs
with special attention to the goals covering topics such as water (SDG 6), energy (SDG 7),
economic growth (SDG 8), sustainable consumption (SDG 12), and land (SDG 15) [6].

The attempts for circular economy implementation have been reported and analyzed
for diverse sectors and industries [7–10]. At the same time, the transition from a linear to
a circular economy sets expectations on the private stakeholders. On the other hand, it
has been shown that many private stakeholders are willing to undertake actions related
to circular economy application, allowing them to be perceived as eco-friendly by their
customers [11]. This involves, among others, the need for the implementation of green
supply chain practices within their strategy [12]. Diverse digital technologies have huge
potential to increase the readiness for the economical shift and support the new circular
economy business models at all the stages [3,13,14]. Using digital tools increases supply
chain resilience in case of, e.g., disruption in supply chains, which are especially difficult to
handle [15,16]. Sharing platforms, including online marketplaces, are among the circular
economy business models discussed by the Finnish Innovation Fund SITRA and relevant
partners in their Circular Economy Playbooks for the chemical [17] and for the manufactur-
ing industries [18]. By offering solutions on how to manage the generated waste, the use of
the marketplace can contribute to externality reduction, which is in line with the EMF’s CE
principles [19].

Tools and concepts explaining and supporting the relatively new circular economy
paradigm are in demand [20]. Matchmaking tools, such as marketplaces or industrial
symbiosis (IS) platforms, enable the interactions between supply chain actors acting as
collaboration facilitators and support the interested stakeholders in finding ways to close
the loop of their products and the right partners for waste-to-resource exchanges. There-
fore, marketplaces are envisioned as the type of tools that can support circular economy
actions [21]. A significant number of matchmaking platforms can be found online or have
been reported in scientific literature [22]. In light of circular cooperation, an enhancement
of those tools is necessary. One of the possible enrichments is incorporation of circular
economy related criteria within the matching algorithm, as proposed in this manuscript.
The aim of this research was to define the criteria to be used for circular cooperation
matching of companies that form a basis of a CE matchmaking framework. The framework
will be deployed at a later stage to an online CE marketplace. The developed framework
is based on a multi-level approach defined by the selected criteria: (i) compliance with
CE principles, (ii) material flows, and (iii) greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions deriving from
secondary raw material transport between the stakeholders’ warehouses. Taking into
account those criteria, a relevance score between different marketplace users is calculated
allowing evaluation of possibilities for cooperation. The relevance score approach allows
the interested actors to close the loop of their products with the best available match in
terms of circularity. The CE matchmaking framework is a novel concept that allows tailored
matching under the circular economy umbrella concept, which has not yet been explored.

2. Methodology

Figure 1 visualizes the conceptual framework that was used in this study. Firstly, a
detailed literature review was performed. This resulted in identifying a research gap in
relation to the inclusion of circular economy principles within matchmaking algorithms
used in secondary raw material marketplaces. The aim of this research was to address the
gap by selecting criteria to be used within the CE matchmaking framework. The criteria are
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defined based on a further literature review of both scientific literature in peer reviewed
journals and grey literature. This was followed by the CE matchmaking framework design.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for the circular economy (CE) matchmaking framework design.

Having defined the need for a marketplace that would incorporate the CE principles
within the matching logic, the following research question was formulated: Which criteria
should be used for the circular matching of companies in the context of a marketplace,
and how can they be incorporated in the CE matchmaking framework? The research
objectives were therefore a) to identify the criteria to be used for circular matchmaking
of companies and b) to design the CE matchmaking framework and incorporate the
criteria within the framework. The research was designed as presented in Figure 2. The
following steps were taken in order to address the research question: (i) literature review,
(ii) criteria selection, (iii) CE matchmaking framework design, (iv) application of the
framework to cases, (v) formulation of conclusions and identification of further research
recommendations related to the CE matchmaking framework implementation.

Figure 2. Research design (part marked in grey is beyond the scope of this manuscript).

The literature review was performed in the context of circular economy and market-
places. To obtain a frame of reference of the research context and to cover the objectives of
the study, special focus was given to the following topics: (i) circular collaboration, (ii) cir-
cularity metrics and methodologies behind circularity measurement tools, (iii) state of the
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art. The literature study forms a theoretical background for the criteria selection. Chosen
criteria constitute the basis of the multi-level approach, in which companies are matched.
The methodology behind each level was developed and score calculations established.
The CE matchmaking framework application examples are presented in four hypothetical
cases. The cases are based on primary data obtained from companies through surveys and
personal communication and clearly stated assumptions where the data are not sufficient.
Using obtained data several company profiles were created. The created profiles were
used to design hypothetical cases illustrating the logic behind different elements of the
framework. At the final stage of the research, conclusions were drawn, and recommen-
dations for further research and implementation of the concept into online marketplace
were developed.

3. Literature Review

In order to address the research questions and objectives, a literature review on
the circular economy and marketplaces was performed with special focus on (i) circular
collaboration, (ii) circularity metrics and methodologies behind circularity measurement
tools, (iii) state of the art. In the search for the criteria to be selected for CE matchmaking
of companies, the specificity of circular collaboration of companies had to be taken into
account. Circularity tools and metrics provided valuable inspiration for the design of the
framework but with the consideration of the differences between circularity assessment
and circularity cooperation. Stateoftheart study gives an insight into similar initiatives.

3.1. Circular Economy Context

Partnership and collaboration are considered key enablers of circular economy [23].
Bocken et al., (2016) in the scope of the business model strategy framework mention the im-
portance of collaboration and collaborative agreements in the context of two business model
strategies for closing the loops: “extending resource value” and “industrial symbiosis” and
for slowing the loops: “extending product value” [20]. Successful CE transition requires
participation of all the actors and their ability to network and form collaborations and
exchange models [24]. González-Sánchez et al. (2020) suggest that in the circular supply
chains, the right partnerships not only improve environmental and economic performance
but also that the circular supply chains are established with greater intensity. The need for
greater relational capacity arises [25]. Maranesi and De Giovanni discuss the crucial role of
relationship in CE synergies and go one step further by highlighting the need for supply
chain partners to demonstrate the same approach towards circularity [26]. The authors
point out that in the search for adequate business partners, companies might be introducing
specialized selection protocols, use evaluation systems or networking platforms such as
the TenP Sustainable Supply Chain Self-Assessment Platform [27]. Migliore et al. (2020)
mention possible applications of a marketplace, one of them being its utilization as an
instrument for initiating industrial symbiosis or CE cluster collaborations [28], which have
the capacity to accelerate the circular transition [29]. Marketplaces have the potential to
serve as a powerful tools for CE clusters and industrial symbioses by supporting exchanges
mainly at regional level [30]. All of these studiesindicate the importance of cooperation
and relational dimension when analyzing circular economy transactions. In creating CE
cooperation the tightest possible loops should be aimed at. The tighter the loop, the less
product needs to be transformed and the faster it circulates back on the market. Tighter
loops require fewer resources, less labor and energy, etc., at the same time allowing for
more material and retained value preservation [31].

3.2. Circularity Tools and Circularity Metrics

In 2020 two new tools for circularity assessment at the company level were released.
Those tools have the potential to close the gap of the assessment of CE strategies at micro
level described by Elia et al. (2017) [32]. Both Circulytics from the EMF [33] and the World
Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) Circular Transition Indicators
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(CTI) framework, which was developed into an online tool in partnership with Circular
IQ [34], aim at facilitating companies’ shift to circular economy and support benefiting
from the opportunities that arise. The importance of the assessments offered by these
tools is reflected by the number of registered business accounts. Circulytics reported that
604 companies have signed up during the period of 8 months from January 2020, when the
tool was launched, to August 2020 [35]. WBCSD announced in April 2021 that the CTI tool,
one year after its launch, has reached 1000 active accounts [36]. Both tools are developed in
cooperation with companies. The latest version of Circulytics (Circulytics 2.0) was released
in October 2020. The evaluation is a third-party assessment, based on a single score and
two categories of indicators: Outcomes and Enablers. The assessment takes into account
the type of industry and material flows. The Outcomes category represents the current state
of a business’s circularity, while the Enablers category reflects the aspects that make the
change possible by indicating where possibilities for improvement are located. Indicators
belonging to the Enablers category are obtained based on the company’s answers to a
set of questions, which are divided into five themes. Circulytics themes reflect the steps
a company has to follow in order to become circular, starting from the development of
a strategy and then pursuing steps for its application. The Outcome indicators concern
materials recylculation, services, assets, finance, water, and energy with adjustments based
on the type of business [37].

By using the CTI self-assessment tool, companies can assess and monitor the circularity
of a product line, business unit, site location, or the business as a whole. The focal point
is the analysis of the circular and linear mass flows of the company. The transition to
renewable energy is also considered, while the circularity of freshwater was included in
the framework in the latest version of the tool (V2.0). This approach, in combination with
optional indicators, allows an in-depth analysis of a company’s status in terms of circularity
as well as planning actions for progress in circular transition [38].

The Material Circularity Indicator (MCI) is a tool developed by the EMF and Ansys
Granta based on the methodology for identifying product and material circularity in
relation to flows, which can be extended to a company’s circularity [39]. Circularity
Check, a tool for product or service circularity measurement, is targeted at SMEs and other
companies and is based on 60 questions about practices related to design, delivery, use,
recovery, and sustainability with an output in a form of the percentage of circularity [40].
Discussed tools for businesses’ circularity focus either on analysis of flows (CTI, MCI),
circular practices and strategy related aspects (Circularity Check), or both (Circulytics).

The importance of defining circularity metrics is also clearly noticeable in the scientific
literature. Establishing a circularity measure was defined as a first step in the transition
process from a linear to a circular economy [41]. The importance of the assessment of the
actions related to the implementation of a CE model is emphasized by Elia et al. (2017) [32].
De Pascale at al. (2020) state that “indicators can be considered as measures of “circularity’s
evolution”” [42]. The need for keeping track of the progress in the transition to a CE is also
visible in the actions of the EC, which has developed the CE monitoring framework [43]
and is emphasizing the need for its revision in the Circular Economy Action Plan [3].
The framework currently consists of 10 indicators organized into four thematic domains:
“(1) production and consumption, (2) waste management, (3) secondary raw materials, and
(4) competitiveness and innovation” [43]. The importance of the metrics for measuring the
circularity is also mirrored by the significant number of indicators that have been reported
in the literature and the efforts for their classification [32,42,44,45]. Despite the abundance
of circularity indicators, the lack of a commonly recognized measurement system poses a
potential difficulty in making a choice on which one to apply in the research [46].

The tools and indices discussed in this section are designed to assess circularity at
different levels. They provide valuable insight for the CE matchmaking framework design.
However, the aim of the CE matchmaking framework is not the assessment of the level of
circularity of a stakeholder but evaluation of possible cooperation for secondary materials
market in terms of circular economy. Therefore, the CE matchmaking framework, although
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related to circularity assessment, is a separate and novel concept designed with a different
intention in relation to tools analyzed in this section.

3.3. State of the Art

The Circular Economy Action Plan aims at assuring that the EU establishes an ef-
fectively operating internal market for secondary raw materials and encourages the de-
velopment of innovative solutions that take the advantage of the potential offered by
digital technologies. Given these two factors, it can be expected that the need for digital
tools that enable collaboration and communication across the supply chain and within
different sectors will increase. Secondary raw material marketplaces and IS platforms
facilitate contact between stakeholders and lead to successful CE cooperation between
the users by creating the missing connection between supply and demand. The waste, a
by-product, a result of overproduction or a faulty product, may be of no or little value to
one stakeholder but could serve as a resource or process material for another actor. By
means of a matching tool, a connection between such potential business partners can be
established. As a result, products and materials are kept in use. Such initiatives have
been developed during recent years around the world and applied across a variety of
sectors often within the industrial setting. Some examples include the SWAN platform
operating in the Balkan and Mediterranean region [47]; E-Simbioza, a tool for engagement
in industrial symbiosis (IS) in Slovenia [48]; SymbioSys, a tool tested on 25 companies in
Northern Spain from different industrial sectors [49]; eSymbiosis, which was validated
with data from Viotia region in Greece [50–52]; a platform for industrial waste in the region
of Western Macedonia, Greece [53]; the first IS platform in Italy applied in Sicily [54,55]; a
collaboration platform implemented in food waste case study in Singapore [56]; a platform
connecting process industries producing saline wastewater with those that utilize the
technological treatment for salt extraction from that wastewater [57]; and a marketplace
framework for the construction sector [28,58]. Most of the marketplaces are discussed in
the context of industrial symbiosis or eco-industrial parks (EIPs) [59–64]. Some tools are
based on more than one matching criterion. An example is the algorithm based on pillars
such as material type, quantity, and quality parameters as well as geographic location
presented by Bakogianni et al. (2019) [57]. The SWAN platform incorporates several match-
ing steps in the matching methodology [47]. Some tools also consider indirect matches,
enabling the identification of collaboration opportunities that are not obvious [50,65,66].
The most common method of listing presentation is a list of technically feasible matches
being returned. Another approach is by implementing the relevance score between the
users. The ESymbiosis matching algorithm uses a similarity measure based on explicit
and tacit knowledge [66]. In i-Symbiosis, the synergies are rejected if the relevance rate is
lower than 60% [67]. Bakogianni et al. (2019) [57] used matching rates indicating the level
of compatibility between offered and requested material.

Attempts at marketplace classification have been reported in the literature. Capelleveen et al.
(2018) propose a classification framework for tools that enable retrieval of IS possibili-
ties [68]. Kosmol and Leys (2020) examine different tools and categorize them based on
aspects such as: form of research, means of collaboration type, platform type, and platform
components [22]. Additionally, several reviews and assessments of existing IT tools for
industrial symbiosis are available, e.g., by Grant et al. (2010) [69], Maqbool et al. (2018) [70],
and Yeo et al. (2019) [71].

A number of attempts to incorporate environmental assessment in matching tools was
reported in the literature. Some examples include use of environmental metrics [51,65] or
integration of the IS-Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) engine in the matching algorithm [72] as
well as different LCA approaches applied to forest IS located in Finland [73], followed by
guidelines for conducting LCA on IS systems [74,75]. The environmental performance of
several IS complexes, e.g., Kalundborg (Denmark) [76] and Kawasaki [77], was assessed
using different methods. In the case of online marketplaces, as in the case of e-commerce in
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general, one of the environmental concerns is the pollution resulting from the transportation
of exchanged materials [78,79].

4. Criteria Selection

Online marketplaces facilitate the identification of supply and demand and therefore
are practical tools for secondary material markets. They are seen as synergy facilitators in
the context of circular economy. Existing marketplaces, though conceptually complying
with CE principles, in many ways still follow the linear economy laws of supply and
demand. Concepts related to circular economy such as the relational dimension, collabora-
tions, and loop tightness, although very relevant for creating synergies in the context of
marketplace and circular economy, are not taken into account. The need for advancement
of those tools in the spirit of the CE arises. In order to address that challenge, a CE match-
making framework for implementation into a marketplace algorithm is proposed. The
circular economy was used as a context. Based on the literature research, several aspects
for consideration in terms of circular matching and marketplace were identified, with some
of them being a consequence of the marketplace’s nature (e.g., supply/demand), while
others were related to the CE principles. When defining the criteria to be included in the
CE matching framework, the following aspects were taken into account: collaboration as
a CE enabler, loop tightness, supply and demand, and environmental impact. A multi-
level approach was chosen to address all the defined aspects and to assure the flexibility
of adding additional aspects in the future, if needed. The following criteria encompass-
ing the defined aspects are proposed as a multi-level approach within the matchmaking
framework: (i) compliance with CE principles, (ii) material flows with special attention to
loop tightness and matches directness, (iii) GHG emissions deriving from secondary raw
material transport between the stakeholders’ warehouses. The process of criteria selection
is described in Figure 3.
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The first level of the multi-level approach reflects the degree of proximity between
stakeholders in terms of compliance with CE principles. It is based on a questionnaire. The
answers provided by the marketplace users are compared against answers provided by
other users. By including that criterion within the matching algorithm, the importance
of suitable partnerships is taken into account, and the collaboration as an enabler for CE
is considered. The second level approach concerns the analysis of a company’s material
flows. Inclusion of the flow analysis within the marketplace algorithm is self-explanatory
as materials are the basis of the exchanges. In the context of the circular marketplace
matchmaking, two aspects seem to be of major importance when it comes to flow analysis:
whether the match is direct or indirect and the tightness of the potential loop. A tangible
environmental impact related to the operation of the online waste-to-resource marketplace
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seems to be the pollution related to transportation of the material between the users, which
constitutes the third-level approach within the matchmaking framework. It is considered
in the form of GHG emissions.

5. Matchmaking Framework Design and Methodology

In this section the overall description of the CE matchmaking framework is presented,
as well as methodology behind each element of the framework. The developed CE match-
making framework is based on a multi-level approach and relevance scoring between
users being potential partners for cooperation. By using a multi-level approach, the criteria
that are needed for the circular cooperation matching of stakeholders in the context of a
marketplace are taken into account. A relevance subscore between the users is calculated
at each level. The subscores from all the levels are combined into Total Relevance Score
(TRS). The TRS reflects the possibility of two companies for successful CE collaboration.

The CE matchmaking framework design is presented in Figure 4. The framework is
based on a multi-level approach with following levels: (i) compliance with CE principles,
(ii) flow analysis with special attention to the loop tightness and matches directness, and
(iii) GHG emissions. Relevance subscores A, B, and C are obtained at every level (i), (ii),
and (iii), respectively, and further transformed into the Total Relevance Score between the
users based on the following equation:

TRS (%) = (α*A + β*B + γ*C) * 100 % (1)

Figure 4. CE matchmaking framework design.

Subscore A reflects the similarity of two companies in terms of the level of implemen-
tation of circularity. Subscore B describes how circular potential matches between two
companies are, based on the directness and the type of resulting cooperation. Subscore C
is related to the distance between two companies, which is translated to GHG emissions
released while transporting the material between marketplace users. Subscore B consists of
two subscores B1 and B2:

B = (B1 + B2)/2 (2)

where B1 stands for directness of the match and B2 reflects the tightness of the loop. The logic
behind the subscores B1 and B2 is further described in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2, respectively.
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The metrics α, β, γ are introduced in Equation (1) in order to differentiate the impor-
tance of the levels and respective subscores A, B, and C. The importance of each criteria is
adjusted based on the setup, in which the marketplace operates. For example, if the method
is applied within regional IS, where all the users are located in the vicinity of each other,
the metric γ is of minor importance, and the equation can be adjusted accordingly. On the
other hand, if the marketplace is used on a country level, then the needs change, and metric
γ becomes of major importance. Similarly, if there is an interest in promoting “like-minded”
cooperation, i.e., at similar CE maturity level, more importance can be assigned to the first
level—compliance with CE principles.

The listings are obtained based on the TRS, following the logic that the higher the
Total Relevance Score two companies obtain, the better their cooperation will be in terms of
circularity. By incorporating the CE principles within the matching algorithm, the concept
offers more tailored matchmaking and therefore more customized networking, favoring
the application of the CE.

The matching framework supports materials exchange only, with the possibility for
further future extension to water and energy exchanges.

The logic and methodology behind each level of the matchmaking framework is
presented in detail in following sections.

5.1. Compliance with CE Principles

The first level match is based on a questionnaire to be answered by each framework
user. The questionnaire consists of a set of questions related to the company’s circular
actions. The questions correspond to Enablers category themes of Cyrculytics reflecting the
path that a company has to follow in order to become circular. For each theme one to three
relevant questions were developed forming a questionnaire of nine questions presented
in Table 1. The potential users of the marketplace are asked to answer each question by
choosing one out of the four possible answers: (1) our organization is not involved in this
practice, (2) our organization engages in this practice at ad hoc levels, (3) our organization
is beginning to engage in this practice in a more systematic way, (4) this practice is well
embedded in our organization. Qualitative answers were used, as described by Bertels
(2014) [80], with one additional response option. By choosing between the four maturity
levels, the user is forced to form a clear opinion on the CE practices of their company. As in
the case of the Likert scale used for surveys, by removing the possibility of the “neutral”
answer, it is expected that the user will express more definite opinions rather than turn
towards a neutral answer [81]. This might be especially important in the case of a relatively
new topic such as circularity. On the other hand, the reliability of the survey is not expected
to be affected, as the answers are not used for a direct circularity assessment. Responses to
each question are compared between pairs of stakeholders and rated 1 in case of identical
answers; 0.75 when answers are one level apart (e.g., one user chooses answer 2 and
another 3); 0.5 when the answers are two steps apart; and 0.25 when the users choose two
extreme answers, i.e., 1 and 4. Subscore A is the result of the sum of the ratings divided by
the number of the questions.

5.2. Material Flows

Supply and demand of materials is the core of the waste-to-resource exchanges. The
related aspects taken into account within the CE matchmaking framework are the direct
versus indirect matches and the loop tightness, which together form the second level of
the framework.

5.2.1. Direct and Indirect Matches (Subscore B1)

Ideally, the outflow from one marketplace user, in a form of a by-product or waste,
matches the needs of another stakeholder and can be directly used as secondary raw
material input. Such a situation is referred to as a direct match. In many cases, however, a
need for indirect matches arises when an intermediate stakeholder is needed to close the
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material loop and material repurposing takes place. An intermediate stakeholder often
offers a technology necessary to process the waste so that it can be used as a resource by
another stakeholder. The abundance of waste patterns in different sectors shows that for
creation of an adequate database of matches, it is necessary to have detailed information
about the supply chain. Additionally, apart from straightforward, direct matches, many
unapparent possibilities for circular cooperation exist. Within the matchmaking framework
both cases are foreseen with direct and indirect matches receiving B1 subscores of 1 and
0.5, respectively. The matches will be identified based on the information provided by the
users against a relevant database, which will be developed.

Table 1. The set of questions provided to the companies at the first level of the multi-level approach: Compliance with
circular economy (CE) principles. The questions were grouped into Circulytics’ Enablers themes and partly adapted from
the Circulytics “Question Indicator List” (from the Enablers category) [82] as well as the Circularity Check tool’s questions
[40] to meet the needs of the framework.

Circulytics’ Enablers Theme Question

Strategy and Planning 1. To what extent is CE incorporated in your company’s strategy?

Innovation

2a. To what extent has your company redesigned their products so that they follow the principles
of a CE (e.g., prolonged product lifetime, ease of reuse/repair)?

2b. To what extent do the input materials used within your company derive from recycled materials,
reused components, or waste/by-products from other products or production processes?

People and Skills 3. To what extent are the personnel who will use the tool trained in CE principles?

Operations

4a. To what extent can your software be applied for the circular economy business model?

4b. To what extent can your infrastructure systems be adopted/used for the needs of the circular
economy business model?

4c. To what extent have the processes used in your company been modified so that they follow
CE principles?

External engagement
5a. To what extent do you make use of the brokerage system?

5b. To what extent are your business partners implementing CE principles?

5.2.2. Loop Tightness (Subscore B2)

Within the developed concept, collaborations resulting in a tighter loop are promoted.
This is expressed by the scoring scheme presented in Figure 5. The scoring scheme is based
on the logic behind the EMF infographic [83], also known as the “butterfly diagram”. The
fundamentals of the CE are captured in that diagram, including the reasoning behind
striving for tighter loops.

The loop tightness scoring scheme is based on the type of collaboration and involves
distinction between technical and biological cycles. Although Walter Stahel’s inertia
principle pertains to technical materials [84] and therefore concerns mainly the technical
cycle, similar logic is used for the biological cycle scores. In the biological cycle, the
reasoning behind the scoring scheme is based on the idea that using feedstock, e.g., slurry
as fertilizer, utilizes the material more completely than collaborations where processing of
the material is needed. At the same time, the algorithm promotes collaborations based on
processing of the material rather than synergies that are based on the use of the material
for anaerobic digestion or energy production. This is achieved by assigning a higher
score to the type of collaboration resulting in a tighter loop (e.g., reuse/redistribute—1,
refurbish/remanufacture—0.7, recycling—0.4). For the biological cycle, the following
scoring scheme is used, depending on the basis of collaboration: direct feedstock use—1,
material processing—0.7, anaerobic digestion/energy production—0.4.
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For the indirect matches that require an intermediate processing step, the score of 0.7
is applied, following the logic that keeping materials in the loop as long as possible has
more value than allocating them for, e.g., energy production.

5.3. GHG Emissions

GHG emissions from transport of the material from producer to receiver is the third
level match in the CE matchmaking framework. The criterion was chosen as being relevant
in terms of environmental impact of a marketplace. The distance together with other factors,
e.g., modes of transport, weight of the material, and fuel type, influence the quantity of
GHG emissions. All these factors are planned to be ultimately included in the third level of
the matching framework. Once these factors are incorporated, intervals of GHG emissions
and corresponding values of subscore C will be concluded. At the stage of the presentation
of the framework application described in Section 6, the calculations are performed only for
road transport and are based on the distance between stakeholders. An exact description of
how subscore C is calculated for each application case can be found in Section 6. Inclusion
of other modes of transport is under development.

6. Presentation of Framework Application—Cases

Four hypothetical cases are depicted in this section. These cases are designed to
illustrate how the logic of the CE matchmaking framework is applied in real-life settings
using data obtained from companies, being potential framework stakeholders. Each
case describes a hypothetical situation and a possible solution in the context of the CE
matchmaking framework. For each case insights are presented. The cases focus on different
functionalities of the framework. Case 1 puts emphasis on direct matches. Case 2 presents a
situation where the framework can be applied as a support tool in decision making process
on which partner to choose for further cooperation. Case 3 illustrates how flow tightness is
applied within the network, while Case 4 is an example of indirect matching.

Case 1 is based on data provided by Alia Cooperative on their outflows and the
information about networking companies. Cases 2–4 rely on data provided by other com-
panies representing stakeholders from both the biological and technical cycle (Table A1).
A “Report on stakeholder involvement along the supply chain” [85], a deliverable of the
CIRC4Life project, was used as basis for information on supply chains in the food sector
and the electric and electronic sectors. Data from those sectors were to a large extent used
for the design of the cases. The answers to the CE compliance questionnaire provided
by companies are presented as aggregate data, in the form of the relevance subscore A
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(Cases 2–4). For Cases 2–4, data obtained from companies were used for the calculation of
subscores A and B. Due to the fact that two out of the five companies did not provide any
answer to question 8, this question was not taken into account while calculating score A
for Cases 2 and 3.

For Case 1, subscore C calculation is based on the distance measurement. The distance
is compared to the Eurostat data on the average distance goods were carried in 2018 on the
national level [86]. A relevance score was calculated based on predefined intervals, which
were calculated for Spain. Table 2 presents data for Spain where, according to Eurostat, the
average distance that goods were carried was equal to 114 km in 2018.

Table 2. Distance intervals and corresponding relevance subscore C values for Spain.

Distance Interval Subscore C Distance (km)

Up to 0.5 average 1 >57
0.5 average–average 0.75 57–114
Average–1.5 average 0.5 114–171

>1.5 average 0.25 >171

For Cases 2–4, due to the distant locations of the companies, a simplified approach
for the calculation of subscore C was implemented. This approach is based solely on the
relevant distance between marketplace users, i.e., with a higher score for companies located
closer to each other.

The weighting factors used for calculating the Total Relevance Score according to
Equation (1) were tentatively set to the following values: α and γ to 0.2 and β to 0.6.

6.1. Case 1—Direct Matches

Circumstances: Alia is a feed manufacturer company located in Lorca, Spain. Alia
produces the following waste and by-products: slurry, corpses, meat waste from slaughter-
houses (hair, blood, hooves, hands, and heads), meat waste from processing plants, and
also pig feed Alia is willing to manage those wastes and by-products in the most circular
way possible. The CE matching framework was applied to investigate the options.

Framework context: Alia’s waste and by-products match the demand of companies V,
W, X, Y, and Z as presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Matches between Alia and companies V, W, X, Y, and Z.

Alia’s Outflow Receiver

Slurry Company V
Corpses Company W

Meat waste from slaughterhouse, hair, blood, hooves, hands, and heads Company X
Meat waste from processing plant Company Y

Pig feed Company Z

The detailed profiles of the companies, including their location and distance from Alia,
are presented in Table 4.

The next step within the matching framework is calculation of subscores A, B, and C
for Alia and companies V, W, X, Y, and Z.

Subscore A
It was assumed that the relevance subscore A between Alia and all the companies is

equal to 0.75, as real data were not available. This assumption is based on the fact that the
analysis concerns actual cooperation; therefore, a certain level of CE compliance within
Alia’s network is expected to exist.

Subscore B
All flows between Alia and companies V, W, X, Y, and Z are considered to be direct

matches, as there is no need for an intermediate stakeholder to process the materials.
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Therefore, the relevance subscore B1 is equal to 1 in all cases. Companies W, X, and Y treat
the materials received from Alia using, e.g., extraction processes, resulting in subscore
B2 equal to 0.7. The farmer from Lorca (company V) uses the slurry from Alia directly
as biochemical feedstock, with the assumption that no treatment of the slurry is needed.
Therefore, the obtained subscore B2 between Alia and company V is equal to 1. Similarly,
the pig feed is directly used by the pig breeder (company Z) as biochemical feedstock,
resulting in the tightest possible loop and a B2 score equal to 1.

Table 4. Profiles of the companies.

Name Company Profile Location Distance Interval between relevant Alia
Premises and the Company 1

Company V Farmer who spreads the slurry in the soil Lorca 2 Up to 0.5 average

Company W Transforming company that supplies (sub)products
for petfood companies Region of Murcia 0.5 average–average

Company X Cosmetic company Catalonia >1.5 average

Company Y
Company producing fats and proteins (from animal
by-products), which are used for manufacturing of

pet food, bioenergy, fertilizers, etc.
Lorca Up to 0.5 average

Company Z Pig breeder Southeast Spain Up to 0.5 average 3

1 Based on the Eurostat data on average distance goods were carried in 2018 on the national level [86], where the value for Spain was equal
to 114 km. Google Maps was used for estimating the distances.2 Municipality in Murcia region.3 It is assumed that company Z is located
up to 57 km from Alia premises.

Subscore C
Subscore C for companies V, Y, and Z is equal to 1, while for company W it is 0.75.

Company X is located the farthest away from Alia’s premises, exceeding the 1.5 national
distance; therefore, subscore C is equal to 0.25. It is assumed that company Z (pig breeder)
is located within 57 km from Alia premises; therefore, subscore C between company Z and
Alia equals 1.

TRS
Based on the obtained values for subscores A, B, and C, the Total Relevance Score

between Alia and companies was calculated. The highest Total Relevance Score (95%) was
obtained between Alia and the farmer located in Lorca (company V), as well as between
Alia and the pig breeder from Southeast Spain (company Z). This is followed by the
relevance score of 86% for company Y that uses meat waste from processing plants and
is located in the Lorca region. The Total Relevance Score between Alia and companies
W and X was equal to 81% and 71%, respectively. These results confirm that, due to the
fact that already existing connections were used and because of lack of the data on the CE
compliance, the factor that significantly influenced the final result is the distance between
the companies. The results are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Total Relevance Score (TRS) calculation, based on the scores A, B, and C.

Score Alia and V Alia and W Alia and X Alia and Y Alia and Z

Subscore A 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
Subscore B1 1 1 1 1 1
Subscore B2 1 0.7 0.7 0.7 1

Subscore B (B1 + B2)/2 1 0.85 0.85 0.85 1
Subscore C 1 0.75 0.25 1 1

Total Relevance Score (%) 95 81 71 86 95

Scenarios
In order to illustrate the impact of subscore A on the Total Relevance Score, different

scenarios using a hypothetical company U were considered. Company U is an agricultural
company with similar characteristics to company V, using Alia’s slurry directly on its field
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and being located in the Lorca region. In the first hypothetical case, company U and Alia
obtained the relevance subscore A equal to 0.5 and in the second 0.25. The influence on the
overall score was investigated. In the first case, the Total Relevance Score changes from 95%
to 90%, placing company U in the second position of the listing. In the second scenario, the
Total Relevance Score is reduced to 85%, and company U is placed after companies Z and Y.

Another example showing the influence of the GHG emissions on the Total Reference
Score is presented. This is achieved by increasing the distance between company Z and
Alia beyond 57 km. The influence on subscore C and the Total Reference Score is presented
in Table 6. It can be seen that in the current metrics of α, β, and γ settings, the location
change does not influence the overall score by more than 15%, even in case of relatively
large distances between the stakeholders.

Table 6. The influence of the changing distance between Alia and company Z on the score C (GHG
emissions) and on the Total Relevance Score.

Distance from Alia to
Company Z (km) <57 100 150 200

Subscore C 1 0.75 0.5 0.25
Total Relevance Score (%) 95 90 85 80

Insights: Case 1 illustrates how the framework can be applied in the case of direct
matches. Some of the elements of the framework, such as the support of the decision
process on selection between different partners, CE compliance, flow tightness, or indirect
matches, could not be demonstrated within Case 1. In order to illustrate functionality of
those elements, Cases 2–4 were designed.

6.2. Case 2—Partner Selection

Circumstances: WEEE recycling company is interested in finding a stakeholder that
will accept glass, which is one of the outflows at the WEEE recycling company.

Framework context: Glass is stated as in demand by three companies: A lighting
company, a design and architecture company, and a packaging company. It was assumed
that the material provided by the WEEE recycling company is in a recycled form that can be
directly used by the three receiving companies and does not need any processing, resulting
in direct matches, therefore resulting in B1 reference equal to 1 and B2 to 0.4. Subscore A
calculation is based on the answers provided by companies. As mentioned in Section 6,
the calculation of score C is based on the relative distance between marketplace users. In
this case the WEEE company with the design and architecture company residing in Spain
obtained the highest subscore C (0.75). The second highest score C was obtained for the
WEEE company and the packaging company located in Germany, followed by the WEEE
company and the lighting company with warehouses in China. The summary of scores for
the matches presented in Figure 6 is shown in Table 7.

Figure 6. Possible collaborations on glass waste as described in Case 2.
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Table 7. Summary of scores for Case 2.

Companies WEEE Recycling and Lighting WEEE Recycling and Design
and Architecture WEEE Recycling and Packaging

CE compliance (subscore A) 0.7 0.81 0.91
Direct match (subscore B1) 1 1 1

Flow tightness (subscore B2) 0.4 0.4 0.4
Subscore B (B1 + B2)/2 0.7 0.7 0.7

GHG emissions/distance (subscore C) 0.25 0.75 0.5
Total Relevance Score (%) 56.4 73.2 70.2

As shown in Table 7, the WEEE recycling company obtained the highest TRS with the
design and architecture company, followed by a slightly lower TRS with the packaging
company. The WEEE company has a lower chance of successful cooperation with the
lighting company due to low reference subscores A and C.

Insights: Case 2 presents a situation where the framework can be applied as a support
tool in the decision process on which partner to choose for further cooperation.

6.3. Case 3—Flow Tightness

Circumstances: A lighting company is looking for demand for its outflows consisting
of PCB, housing, and screws.

Framework context: Two stakeholders specified those articles as “in demand”: WEEE
Recycling company and Repairing and Upgrading Services. The direct match between
these two companies is detected (Figure 7) and the TRS score calculation initiated. Score
A is calculated in the same way as for Case 2. It is assumed that the cooperation with the
WEEE company is based on recycling while with Repairing and Upgrading Services on
refurbishing; therefore, relevant B2 scores were applied (0.4 and 0.7, respectively) with both
matches being direct matches where no intermediate stakeholder is needed. The summary
of scores for the matches presented in Figure 6 is shown in Table 8.

Figure 7. Selection of matches between companies of the technical cycle. Score calculation for the
matches between companies marked in orange is described in the text.

Table 8. Summary of scores from Case 3.

Companies Lighting and WEEE Recycling Lighting and Repairing and Upgrading Services

CE compliance (subscore A) 0.47 0.34
Direct match (subscore B1) 1 1

Flow tightness (subscore B2) 0.4 0.7
Subscore B (B1 + B2)/2 0.7 0.85

GHG Emissions/distance (subscore C) 0.25 0.5
Total Relevance Score (%) 56.4 67.8

As shown in Table 8, the lighting company obtained higher TRS with Repairing
and Upgrading Services. In this case, the higher scores for C and B1, related to type of
cooperation, were decisive, given the slightly lower score A.
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Insights: Case 3 illustrates how flow tightness is applied within the network. In order
to avoid the need for assumptions on the type of cooperation, more detailed information
from the users should be requested. Promotion of the framework in order to attract a higher
number of users, so that collaborations in closer locations can be established, is necessary.

6.4. Case 4—Indirect Matches

Circumstances: An extension services company generates plastic, paper, and card-
board as a side effect of their operation.

Framework context: No direct match exists. A possible indirect match arises with the
fruit producer from Poland (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Indirect match between extension services company and fruit producer.

Plastic, paper, and cardboard, which is of no use for the first company, after being
recycled by a recycling company (a need for an intermediate stakeholder), could be used by
fruit producer, which stated that plastic and cardboard are one of the inflows at the company.
This match involves an assumption that the material provided by the first company is not
suitable in the provided form for the second company and that a stakeholder offering an
intermediate process is necessary (in this case, a recycling company). Since a potential
match exists, the next step is calculation of subscores A, B1, B2, and C. Based on the answers
provided by two companies, the relevance subscore A is equal to 0.81. Indirect matches
result in subscore B1 equal to 0.5, while recycling of the material results in subscore B2
equal to 0.7. Subscore C is set to 0.5 in order to be able to calculate the TRS. After applying
the equation, the TRS is equal to 53.2 % which in case of no other options could be of
interest for potential framework users, provided that they are located closer.

Insights: Case 4 is an example of indirect matching. In order to avoid the need for
assumptions in the digitalized version of the marketplace, more detailed information on
the materials will be required from the users. The companies are located too far apart, and
in reality, the cooperation between the two companies would not be beneficial or taken
into account. Promotion of the CE matching framework among potential stakeholders is
necessary so that a larger number of possible collaborations is assured.

7. Discussion

This study investigated which criteria to apply for the circular cooperation matching
of companies in the context of circular partnerships. These criteria were used for the
development of a CE matchmaking framework with the intention of future deployment
within an online marketplace algorithm. The developed CE matching framework is based
on a multi-level approach and relevance scoring between the users. The multi-level
approach addresses the following aspects: (i) compliance with circular economy principles,
(ii) material flows analysis, (iii) greenhouse gas emissions. Based on those aspects, a Total
Relevance Score between the stakeholders is calculated. The relevance score reflects the
possibility of two companies cooperating successfully and is not interchangeable with
the assessment of a company’s circularity. We believe that relevance scores between
stakeholders possess certain advantages over a single score, as they are not linked to
evaluation. During the current, rather early stage of circularity implementation in the
markets, many stakeholders might not feel confident with the assessment of their company
in terms of circularity. On the other hand, it has been reported by some companies that
the CE maturity level, together with other factors, does play a role in successful circular
collaboration activities [87]. By avoiding the use of a single score and therefore the direct
assessment of a company, the focus is on bringing out potential partnerships and identifying
even unobvious cooperation. Similar frameworks have not been defined in the literature,
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while many authors emphasize the importance of the right partnerships in the context of
circular economy. The proposed framework has the potential to become an CE synergy
facilitator and a solution to certain barriers to circular transition, especially those related to
communication between companies and supply chain complexity [88].

The CE matching framework application is demonstrated in four hypothetical cases.
The cases were designed with the intention to present the main functionalities of the
framework, provided there are available data. The lack of larger sets of data posed a
limitation for more elaborate application presentation. As a result, some of the matches
might not have been feasible in real-life conditions. This limitation is expected to be
eliminated. More extensive participation is anticipated once the framework is deployed in
an online marketplace, and therefore it is a more tangible tool than the concept presented
to the stakeholders at the early point of development.

Some enhancements of the framework are recommended prior to its online deploy-
ment. Further development of the concept should consider more precise GHG emission
calculation. The weight of the transported material and different modes of transport should
be taken into consideration [89]. The weighting scheme using Equation (1) should be fur-
ther studied to avoid possible bias. Additionally, it seems that there might be a need to
clarify question 8 of the CE compliance questionnaire, as some of the companies did not
provide an answer to it. An important part of marketplace creation will be the collection
of data for the database of flows [90]. This will allow expansion to diverse industries and
incorporation of different strategies for indirect approaches to closing the loop, which will
be suggested to the user by the recommender system. At the same time, close collaboration
with potential marketplace users is advised from the early development stages of the
marketplace to assure the necessary knowledge transfer of all aspects [91]. The multi-level
approach offers the flexibility of adding other aspects in the future. Further development of
the concept will include enhancement of the marketplace for water first and at a later stage
for energy. The presented CE matchmaking framework will be significantly expanded
especially within the water sector, where the overwhelming need for reuse, recycling, and
recovery is posing an urgent need for such an initiative [92]. Improving the marketplace
user experience, e.g., by incorporation of algorithms such as those proposed by Musial et al.
(2016), might also be considered [93]. Additionally, ideas brought up during discussions
with companies could be considered, e.g., validation of information provided by users and
requesting information about traceability certification.

8. Conclusions

This manuscript presents a novel concept: a circular economy matchmaking frame-
work. The proposed framework incorporates for the first time the CE within the matchmak-
ing process and was developed with an objective of future deployment in the marketplace
for the secondary raw material markets. Use of the CE matchmaking framework as an
integral part of an online marketplace can have a number of potential benefits for the
involved companies. It facilitates finding new cooperation opportunities for circular busi-
ness and strengthens the existing ones. By using a CE matchmaking framework within a
marketplace, therefore becoming more circular, a company is expected to be able to gain
client trust as a business with an environmentally friendly approach. By closing the loops
of their products, companies improve the security of their raw materials and are better
prepared for the upcoming and already existing regulations [94,95].

Within the presented concept, it was attempted to go beyond simple output/input
match. A multi-level approach was proposed based on circular economy principles con-
tained within the matching algorithm and coupled with relevance score between the
stakeholders. By bypassing a single score, which may have negative connotations, we
introduced the best fit of the circular economy and enabled connections between stakehold-
ers with similar levels of circularity. The CE matching framework is a novel concept that
contributes to the circular transition.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Data on the inflows and outflows provided by companies and used for Cases 2–4. The location of the warehouses
is presented in brackets.

WEEE Recycling Company (Vizcaya, Spain)

IN: aluminum, metal (ferrous fraction), copper concentrated fraction, metal
(general), PCB fraction, PMMA fraction, rare-earth elements (Li, Ce, Eu),
technology metals (Ga, In), precious metals (Au, Ag), plastic, wood, glass,
frames, diffusers, screws, PCB, housing, batteries, screens, lighting,
wires, others

OUT: metal (non-ferrous fraction), metal (ferrous fraction), copper
concentrated fraction, mixed plastics, PCB fraction, PMMA fraction,
plastic, wood, glass

Lighting Manufacturing Company (Suzhou, China)

IN: aluminum, metal (ferrous fraction), metal (general), PCB fraction,
rare-earth elements (Li, Ce, Eu), plastic, glass, screws, PCB, housing,
batteries, lighting, wires

OUT: PCB, housing, batteries, lighting, wires, diffusers, screws,
metal (ferrous fraction), mixed plastics, pcb fraction, plastic, glass

Design and Architecture Company (Barcelona, Spain)

IN: metal (general), wood, glass, screws, lighting, wires, other: various
discarded materials that can be upcycled, reused, or repurposed into
functional design objects

OUT: metal (non-ferrous fraction), metal (ferrous fraction), wood

Packaging Company (Bonn, Germany)

IN: metal (general), plastic, glass, frames, screws, housing, screens,
lighting, wires OUT: screws, metal (non-ferrous fraction), mixed plastics, plastic

Repairing and Upgrading Services (Germany, Czech Republic, USA)

IN: aluminum, metal (ferrous fraction), copper concentrated fraction, metal
(general), precious metals (Au, Ag), plastic, screws, PCB, housing, batteries OUT: N/A (company provides services)

Extension Services (Sardinia, Italy)

IN: other OUT: plastic, paper, and cardboard

Farming and Livestock Producers (Valencia, Spain)

IN: fertilizer, seeds, animal feed, vegetables for animal feed OUT: biowaste, vegetables overproduction (not specified), slurry,
meat waste

Fruit Producer (Obsza, Poland)

IN: fertilizer, plastic, paper/cardboard, plant protection products OUT: rejected fruit (with defects, overripe, etc.)
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